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according to EN 50016 / DIN 57 165
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Leakage compensation

Permanent purging

6.3Requirements for the installation in zone 2
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6.3.4.1 Components, which in operation cause electric sparks,
arcs or non admissible temperatures may not be used unless
their housing have a simplified excess-pressure capsuling.

pressure switch

Simplified excess-pressure capsuling refers to a shielding in
accordance with DIN EN 50016/VDE 0170/0171 part 3/05.78
iincluding the following simplifications:
- pre purging can be omitted
- one alarm is sufficient in case of loss of excess-pressure
- ignition protecting gas can be conducted in explosive zone 2
if during operation emission of electric sparks is avoided.

LED

Components which comply with above conditions, must
be delivered with the manufacturer's note, e. g. "with simplified
excess-pressure capsuling according to DIN VDE 0165/02.91,
paragraph 6.3.1.4."

measurement with u-tube

diagram for pressure monitor DW 812

alarm or
switch-off
in case of
loss of pressure

10 kOhm when there is a relay
for cable defect monitoring

Relais according
NAMUR or
DIN 19234, EN50227

Housing with external ventilation

Sinter metal throttle

Housing- drilling: 3/8 “

Adjust throttle in the way that
switch P3 at pressure monitor
DW 812 switches safely
at minimum prepressure

Air

max 6 bar

Tube connector for tubes
with 6mm inner Diameter

Adjusting screw

They should be checked periodically for proper
operation. As a preventive measure, it is
advisable to carry out a periodic visual inspection of seals, inpection windows and cable
bushings.

Alarming with a NAMUR- Relay
The conditions of the pressure switches of the
DW812 will be monitored by a relay according
DIN 19234 (NAMUR).
Does the relay monitors broken wire failure too
please add a 10 kOhm resistance to the
terminal 2 and 3 of the DW812. The alarm loop
works in normally closed connection.
Install the alarm actor (e. g. warning lamp) on a
place where an alarm can be noticed very
soon.
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